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NAME 

1. Thesaturationmagnetizationofiron is 1.7x106 Amperes/meter. 
If thedensityof iron isTgT0kglm3,calculatethemagniticmoment 
per iron atom in amp meterz (:Joules/tesla)and in Bohr magnetons. 
(1Bohrmagneton: 9 .27x10-'* joules/tesla.Therelativeatomic 
massof iron: 56.) 

2. Estimatethedomainspacing,d, in 
a) a uniaxialsinglecrystalof cobalt material with slablike 

domainsof length L andspacingd. Assume thatthedirectionof 
magnetizationof the domainsliesalongthe easy axis. 
Themagnetostaticenergyperunit areaof the surfaceis givenas 
I.7x10-7M,2d.Thedomainwal)energy for cobalt is 7.6x10-3 
Joules/meterzand Mr: l.42xl06Alm. balculatethedomainspacing 
whenthespecimenthickness,(i.e.,domainlengthL) equals0.01 m. 
b) a cubiccrystalwith K1> 0 havingdomainstructureon a 

surfaceparallelto a (100)planeas shown: 
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3. Sketchandexplainhow thedomainstructureof an initially 
unmagnettzedsampleof a fenomagneticmaterialchangesduring 
magnetizationto saturation. 



4. What characteristic would you expect to see in the 
magnetization curve and hysteresis loop of a perfect (defect free) 
ferromagnetic material with a large magnetocrystalline anisotropy ? 
Suggest an application for such a material. 

5. What characteristic would you expect in the magnetization curve 
and hysteresis loop of a ferromagnetic material which has many 
defects? Suggest an application for such a material. 

6. Figure below shows the major hysteresis loop for our 
ferromagnetic material (solid line) and a minor hysteresis loop 
(dashed line). Describe the variation in domain pattern around the 
MINOR hysteresis loop. 

Major (solid line) and minor (dashed line) hysteresis loops for a 
ferromagnetic material. 
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Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare. 

7. Sketch the domain structure you would expect in spherical 
samples of ferromagnetic materials with the following properties: 

a) zero magnetocrystalline anisotropy 
b) large uniaxial anfsotropy 
c) large magnetostriction 
d) a very small sample 



8. Whatcharacteristics wouldyouexpectin the hysteresis loopof
a ferromagnetic particlewith averagemagnetocrystalline 
anisotropy,which is so small that it consistsof a singledomain. 
Suggestan application. 




